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2023 Keystone Rv Sprinter Limited 3670FLS $67
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Description 2023 Keystone RV Sprinter Limited 3670FLS, Keystone Sprinter Limited fifth
wheel 3670FLS highlights: Separate Living Room Private Bedroom Breakfast Bar
Fireplace Full-Reclining Theater Seating Exterior Refrigerator This Sprinter Limited
fifth wheel is yours for the taking! You can enter through an XL 30" friction-hinge
entry door to find a great kitchen decked out with a range with a glass top, a 30"
microwave, a breakfast bar, a 12-cubic foot refrigerator, a pantry, and a hutch.
After you whip up dinner and a fabulous dessert, you can enjoy them at the wall-
mounted dinette with four chairs. The separate living room has a residential feel
with its fireplace, 50" LED HDTV, two queen-size tri-fold sofas, and full-reclining
theater seating with massage, lights, and USB. If you find yourself tired out from
the day's travels, you can head straight to the rear private bedroom to fall asleep
on the king-size bed after taking a hot shower in the residential shower. Nothing
else says "Camping Made Easy" quite like the Keystone Sprinter Limited fifth
wheels and travel trailers do! These luxe RVs offer a premium experience that
you'll be dying to be a part of. With unmatched technology, comfort, functionality,
and quality, it's no wonder the Sprinter Limited is on everyone's wish list. You can
stretch out and stay a while with the 100" wide-body frame with full-width
outriggers, and the thermal package keeps you comfortable even when the
weather is extreme. Some of the deluxe amenities that have been included on the
Sprinter Limited are the Thomas Payne luxury collection furniture, crown molding,
Congoleum vinyl flooring with one-piece Dyna Span marine-grade decking, solid-
surface countertops, a deep single-basin stainless steel industrial sink, and gas
struts for under-bed storage. Each model has also been prepped for 4G LTE and
Wi-Fi to keep you up-to-date in the modern world. 2-100AH DFE HEATED LITHIUM;
CAMPING MADE EASY PKG; COMFORT PKG; DISCOUNT; ELECTRIC 4 POINT
LEVELING SYSTEM; FREE STANDING DINETTE & CHAIRS; IN COMMAND LITE;
KING BED; LUXURY PKG; MAXX AIR RAINSENSOR VENT; PROMOTIONAL
BATTERY DISCOUNT; REFRIGERATOR-12V-16CF; RVIA SEAL; SOLAR FLEX 400I;
STOCKING ALLOWANCE; THEATER SEATING

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: SF2307
VIN Number: 38295-SF2307
Condition: New
Length: 40
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 4

Item address , Mesquite, Texas, United States
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